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By Jonathan Imbody

RE: "Medical-malpractice bill facing likely veto override" (Local, Friday)

Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell is right on the money in vetoing a medical malpractice bill and
noting that "increasing the medical-malpractice cap will ultimately lead towards higher health
care costs for doctors, hospitals, businesses, and most importantly, patients.”

A recent study of Orthopedic Surgeons found that defensive medicine accounted for 35 percent
of total costs. Defensive imaging accounted for 20 percent of total tests. A report of the study
concluded, "Besides hurting your wallet and adding to health care costs, unnecessary tests can
expose people to radiation that accumulates over a lifetime and can raise the risk of cancer."i

Overlooked in legislators' rush to please the trial lawyers' lobby is the fact that malpractice is one
of several factors pushing some of our best physicians out of medicine. The American
Association of Medical Colleges recently noted, "Between now and 2015, the shortage of doctors
across all specialties will quadruple."1 An Investor's Business Daily poll during the healthcare
overhaul debate found that "two of every three practicing physicians oppose" Obamacare and
"hundreds of thousands would think about shutting down their practices or retiring early if it
were adopted."ii Nine of ten faith-based physicians are ready to quit medicine apart from strong
conscience protections, which the last Congress failed to enact.iii

Unless lawmakers address these threats to patient access and tamp down costs resulting from
unjust medical malpractice lawsuits, pretty soon there won't be many physicians left for trial
lawyers to sue.
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i "Study: Doctors order tests out of fear of lawsuits," Associated Press wire news story, Feb. 16, 2011.
http://apnews.myway.com/article/20110216/D9LE68E00.html
ii "45% Of Doctors Would Consider Quitting If Congress Passes Health Care Overhaul,"Investor's Business Daily,
Sep, 15, 2009.
iii http://www.freedom2care.org/learn/page/surveys

1 https://www.aamc.org/newsroom/newsreleases/2010/150570/100930.html
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